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Thunderobot BT Gamepad G35 (white)

Wireless Controller / Gamepad Thunderobot G35 (White)
The Thunderobot G35 controller  is  a  versatile  device tailored to the needs of  every user.  Its  compatibility  with multiple platforms and
consoles  makes  it  an  indispensable  tool  for  gamers  using  various  systems.  Effortlessly  switch  between  wired  and  wireless  modes,
programmable macro key, and special game modes like TURBO burst cater to individual preferences and gameplay style. Furthermore,
quick connection recovery and ergonomic design with specially textured joysticks and an intuitive button layout guarantee comfort and
precision in every situation. Another advantage is the long battery life and dual vibration motor. In short, the Thunderobot G35 combines
modernity, functionality, and convenience, making it an excellent choice for any gamer.
 
Compatibility with multiple platforms and consoles
The  Thunderobot  G35  controller  stands  out  for  its  versatility.  Its  compatibility  with  various  platforms  and  consoles  makes  it  the  ideal
choice for users who want to use a single controller on different devices. Whether the user is playing on a console, computer, or another
device, the G35 will accompany them without any problems.
 
Seamless switching between wired and wireless mode
Users  who prioritize  freedom of  movement  can choose wireless  mode and enjoy  freedom during  gameplay.  However,  if  they  prefer  a
stable  connection,  they  can  easily  switch  to  wired  mode.  It's  a  perfect  solution  for  those  who  want  to  tailor  the  controller  to  their
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preferences.
 
Programmable macro key
The Thunderobot G35 controller offers a programmable macro key feature. This allows players to customize buttons to their individual
needs, giving them an advantage in competitive games. It's a tool that will undoubtedly benefit both beginners and advanced players.
 
Special modes for gamers: TURBO burst, automatic and manual mode
The G35 offers a TURBO burst mode, which allows, with a single press, to perform a series of actions, e.g., fire several times. Additionally,
thanks to the automatic and manual modes, the controller adjusts to your gameplay style, allowing even more control over the game.
 
Quick connection and wake-up with one button
Nothing is worse than losing connection at a crucial game moment. Thunderobot G35 solves this problem by offering a quick connection
recovery with a single button and a fast SWITCH wake-up function.
 
Specifications
BrandThunderobot
ModelG35
ColorWhite
Dimensions150 x 110 x 58
Weight198g
Battery Capacity600mAh
Charging Time3h
Operating Time8h
Working Distance10m

Preço:

Antes: € 30.996

Agora: € 28.50

Jogos, Gaming controllers
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